
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 810: Practice 

Xie Qiao hid outside the courtyard and listened. The more she listened, the worse her expression 

became. 

 

Her younger sister was young, so her voice was clear and beautiful. She did not know love, so even 

though she sang those romantic tunes, she still sounded very pure and innocent. 

 

However, other than love for money, her younger sister had never been interested in these things. 

 

She was behaving like this out of nowhere… 

 

Xie Qiao lifted her foot and walked in. 

 

Xie Pinghuai was baffled, but he followed behind her like a bug. 

 

Xie Qiao looked at the courtyard and realized that the dark energy in it was quite heavy. She had not 

returned for quite some time, but she did not expect that with her bells protecting her, it was not 

enough! 

 

She also felt a little regretful. She had kept the bells by her side since she was young, and it was often 

placed in front of the gods to be nurtured. Therefore, it was a top-grade item. After giving it to Xie Xi, 

she was more or less relieved about Xie Xi’s situation… 

 

However, she did not expect that the disaster would be so much more severe than she had imagined! 

 



She did not know where she had provoked a vengeful spirit! 

 

Xie Xi sat under the corridor, holding a pipa in her arms. She had a desolate expression on her face. If 

one did not know, they would have thought that she was a pitiful little girl. 

 

“Silly girl, stop singing. It’s so awful. It’s like chanting scriptures.” Xie Pinghuai shouted at Xie Xi as soon 

as he entered. 

 

Xie Xi stopped playing with the pipa. Then, she raised her head and looked at Xie Pinghuai with a 

disgusted expression. “What did you say?” 

 

Her voice was slightly lower, as if she had become a completely different person. 

 

“It’s awful! Are you deaf?” Xie Pinghuai rolled his eyes. “Why don’t you learn how to play the drums? 

The war drums are not bad. Why don’t you learn that? In the future, when I fight with Eldest Brother, 

you can play the drums and help me!” 

 

Xie Pinghuai did not notice the difference in Xie Xi’s words. 

 

He even walked over and looked down at the pipa. When he saw that Xie Xi’s hands were bleeding, he 

immediately frowned and looked at her with a strange gaze. 

 

“Xi’er, are you a fool? You’re already bleeding and you’re still practicing. What’s the use of this stupid 

thing?” Xie Pinghuai could not understand, as he spoke, he even grabbed the pipa and looked it up and 

down. He threw it aside in disgust and made a series of noises. 

 

Xie Xi suddenly stood up. “Don’t touch my pipa!” 

 



“I did not touch it! It’s on the ground!” Xie Pinghuai glared at Xie Xi and then stretched out his hand to 

flick her forehead. “Are you crazy? If you’re angry at me, I’ll beat you up!” 

 

Xie Xi’s eyes were gloomy. 

 

Xie Qiao’s expression was even worse. 

 

Her sister had been possessed by a vengeful spirit! 

 

Ordinary spirits would tease the living at most. They would not go too far, and they would not dare to 

possess or harm the lives of the living unless this living person had extremely strong dark energy, which 

did not even belong to the category of ordinary people like her. 

 

She could communicate with both worlds, and she was meant to deal with spirits. Therefore, if a spirit 

possessed her, the spirit would not have to bear the consequences. 

 

As for the vengeful spirit, that was another matter. 

 

The vengeful spirit’s obsessions were different, and their abilities were also different. Some could 

bewitch people, and although some were vengeful spirits, they were only obsessed with things that 

happened when they were alive, and they would not take pleasure in harming others. 

 

Moreover, there was a debt to be paid. Even if the vengeful spirit attacked, most of them would not 

implicate the innocent. 

 

Her younger sister was as innocent as a piece of paper. She was really puzzled that Xie Xi would be 

targeted by the vengeful spirit. 

 



However, it was useless to think too much about it. Being possessed by a vengeful spirit was very 

harmful to one’s health. 

 

She had to resolve it quickly. 

 

Xie Qiao waved at Xie Pinghuai. 

 

Xie Pinghuai walked over in confusion. “Eldest Sister, what’s wrong?” 

 

“I… Recently, I learned some skills from Master Mo. I’m preparing to practice my skills. In a while, you’re 

not allowed to make noise. You’ll do whatever I tell you to do. Do you understand?” Xie Qiao said.. 


